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Risk analysis and cacao pod
survivorship curves to improve
yield forecasting methods
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Mariela E. Leandro-Muñoz2, Melanie Bordeaux4,
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and Eduardo Somarriba2

1National Technical Office, The Tropical Agricultural Research and Higher Education Center (CATIE),
Managua, Nicaragua, 2Coffee, Cocoa and Agroforestry Unit, The Tropical Agricultural Research and
Higher Education Center (CATIE), Turrialba, Cartago, Costa Rica, 3Centro de Investigación en
Matemática Pura y Aplicada (CIMPA), Universidad de Costa Rica, San Pedro de Montes de Oca, San
José, Costa Rica, 4Fundación NicaFrance, Finca La Cumplida, Matagalpa, Nicaragua, 5Independent
Consultant, National Agroforestry Consult in Perennial Crops, Leon, Nicaragua
Cocoa attainable yields are affected by a complex of pests and diseases in a

particular agro-environment. Estimation of yield loss is critical for agronomic and

economic decision-making at the farm level. For over 15 months, we monitored

1100 pods from six cocoa clones (PMCT-58, CC-137, CATIE-R1 CATIE-R4, ICS-

95, and CCN-51) to assess the incidence of pests and diseases and to elucidate

their survival behavior. Cocoa clones grow in a 12-year timber-based cocoa

agroforestry plot (1330 cocoa plants ha-1, 100 shade trees ha-1, and 65% shade

cover), in La Montaña, Turrialba, Costa Rica. Between 6-12 trees and 120-140

pods per clone of four size classes (very small – 2.5-7 cm, small – 7.1-14 cm,

medium – 14.1-21 cm, and large – ≥21 cm) were tagged and measured

fortnightly. Pods were selected at two vertical strata along the tree trunk

(below and above 1.5 m) and grouped into three generations (rainy, transition,

and dry). Competitive risk and survival analysis were performed per clone,

generation, pod size class, and pod position along the tree trunk. Overall, pods

reachedmaturity at the age of 155-165 days and were exposed to several hazards

that disrupted their development. The Cox model that better described the

cumulative risk during pod development included two covariables with

substantial explicative power, generation, and clones. Regardless of clone and

pod generation, a combination of diseases/pests accounted for about 45% to

65% of yield losses. The Kaplan-Meier survival analysis showed that pod survival

was similar between generations but differed among clones within generations.

Pods from CATIE-R1, CATIE-R4 and CC-137 clones showed greater survival rates

than those of ICS-95, CCN-51 and PMCT-58 clones. The position of the pod

along the tree trunk did not influence pod survival rates. We combined pod

counting and pod survival rates calculated in this study and contrasted our yield

estimations against a widely used prediction method proposed by a certification

body. Overall, yield estimated using the UTZ method applied to 90-day-old pods
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of CATIE-R1 clone consistently overestimated yield predictions in the range of

27-45%. We proposed the combination of pod counting and pod index with a set

of clone-specific discount factors; the survival rates, to reliably forecast on-farm

cacao yields over time.
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Introduction

The lifecycle of a cocoa pod; from pollination to maturity, lasts

between five to six months, depending on germplasm and growing

conditions (Daymond and Hadley, 2008; Cubillos, et al., 2019; Rojas

et al., 2020; Romero Vergel et al., 2022). Development stages and

pod growth patterns are well documented and have been modeled

elsewhere (Maisin & Lamin, 2006; Ten Hoopen et al., 2012; da Silva

and Savian, 2019). During their lifecycle cocoa pods face several

risks or hazards that disrupt the normal growth pattern and prevent

ripening (Niemenak et al., 2010; Goudsmit et al., 2023). Several risk

factors such as the fruiting cycle, pod age, position on the tree, cocoa

genotype, microclimate variables and agronomic management,

which in turn affect attainable yield; have been identified

(Phillips-Mora et al., 2013; Leandro-Muñoz et al., 2017;

Armengot et al., 2020; Jaimez et al., 2020; Armengot et al., 2023).

Several methods for assessing pod production in cocoa breeding

trials have been proposed and tested (Toxopeus, 1970; Atanda and

Jacob, 1975; Lachenaud, 1984; Tahi et al., 2007). Pod counting is one

method that has been routinely implemented to forecast cacao yields in

medium and large-commercial plantations and even across production

regions (Zaroni and Aidar, 1992; dos Santos Filho andMidlej, 2016; dos

Santos Filho, 2018). This method entails counting the total number of

pods of a certain pod size/age class and dividing the count by the pod

index (number of pods required to obtain one kilogram of dry cocoa

beans) of the specific cultivar/clone to estimate yields (Bartley, 1970;

Lachenaud, 1984; Bastide et al., 2008). Themethod is practical, however;

it must be accompanied by the correct estimation of the pod index to

convert the pod production into actual dry bean yield for each cultivar/

clone (Lachenaud, 1984; Lachenaud & Oliver 2005; Pang, 2006),. Other

cocoa yield forecasting methods are based on the counting and scoring

of active flower cushions and categorizing tree pod load, but these

methods are seldom used and are less reliable (Tahi et al., 2007; dos

Santos Filho and Midlej, 2016).

The applicability and reliability of the pod counting x pod index

method faces several constraints in the field such as the need for

repeated measurements to robustly estimate the pod index, the lack of

farm production records and small farmers do not usually know the

cocoa cultivar they planted, especially in seed-based cocoa plantations

(Bastide et al., 2006; Ryan et al., 2009; Somarriba and Beer, 2011;

Lachenaud and Oliver, 2005). Yield estimation at the farm and regional
02
levels has been attempted with several degrees of success. For instance,

Zaroni and Aidar (1992) combined pod counting and the development

of fructification profiles during a cropping year to create a predictive

model based on pod size class frequency distribution. Later, dos Santos

Filho and Midlej (2016); building on the previous study, used pod

counting in Bahia, Brazil to forecast production at the regional level

and found that predictions varied between of 0.8% to 10.2% over

consecutive years. Given this variability in production estimate, the

authors cautioned on the need to quantify monthly cocoa production

data at the farm level to validate yield predictions.

Tree pod load is characterized by pod generations or cohorts of

different age and sizes, which physiologically developed under

varying microclimatic and management conditions (Krauss et al.,

2002; Leandro-Muñoz et al, 2017; Jaimez et al., 2020). Therefore, each

pod generation is exposed to a distinct set of risks that eventually

prevent them from being harvested (Krauss and Soberanis, 2001;

Lamos-Dı ́́ az et al., 2020; Ló́pez-Herná́ndez et al., 2018). Monilia

infection success is determined by several factors, including pod

wetness (Merchan, 1981; Porras-Umaña et al., 1985; Lamos-Dıáz, et

al., 2020), moreover; high relative humidity (80 to 100%) and warm

temperatures (20 to 27°C) are suitable conditions for spore

germination and for the fungal penetration (Leach et al., 2002;

Leandro-Muñoz et al, 2017). Recently, Della Sala (2022) found that

pod inter, and not intra-generational competition, increased total

cherelle wilt, especially due to pods in the linear phase of growth.

Hence, understanding the multiple risk factors affecting cocoa pod

development and survival of cocoa cultivars; although pending, is

crucial to reliably estimate crop yields and to better plan the

agricultural calendar (Tahi et al., 2007; Phillip-Mora and

Wilkinson, 2007; Aneani and Ofori-Frimpong, 2013).

Forecasting cocoa yields is of paramount importance for farmers,

technicians, certification agencies, and farm managers which drives

agronomic and economic decision-making (dos Santos Filho, 2018;

Jaimez et al., 2020). This paper combined the pod counting method

with competitive risk and survival analysis to better assess the impact of

various risks on pod development and survival and to devise more

reliable cocoa yield estimates at the farm level. We explored the

following research questions: 1) To what extent does cocoa pod

survival behavior differ between clones? 2) Does the vertical position

of the pod influence pod survival? and 3) Do cocoa pods from different

generations exhibit dissimilar survival behavior?
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Methodology

Site description

The study was carried out in a cocoa-timber agroforestry system

located in La Montaña site, Turrialba, Costa Rica (9. 88°N, 83.65°W,

600 m altitude, rainfall: 2600 mm year-1, temperature: 24-29 C°,

relative humidity: 80%) (Figure 1). The site is on loamy soil (43%

sand, 35% silt, 22% clay) with a mean pH of 5.6 and organic matter

of 2.75%. The cocoa plantation is 12 years old; clonal, grafted cocoa

was planted at 3.0 x 2.5 m (1333 plants ha-1) and managed with

synthetic agrochemicals. Cocoa plants were fertilized three times a

year (200 g plant-1 event-1, NPK, 15-15-15) and pruned twice a year.

Weeding was done manually three times a year. Lime is applied

once a year to mitigate the soil pH (0.25 tons ha-1). The cocoa

plantation is on a flat terrain and no irrigation is provided.

The shade canopy includes two timber species (Cordia alliodora

and Swietenia macrophylla) planted at 10 x 10 m (100 trees ha-1), with

annual tree cover between 50-70% (varies according to seasonal tree

phenology). C. alliodora and S. macrophylla trees occurred at 40:60

ratio, respectively. Shade tree management consists of pruning of lower

branches and thinning when needed (Somarriba et al., 2021). No shade

regulation was performed during the timeframe of this study. C.

alliodora trees have full foliage between June and January but

partially lose their canopy foliage between February and May at the

following monthly rates: 25% loss in February, 50% loss in March, 80%

loss in April, 50% in May and 25% in June. In Central America, S.

macrophylla trees retain their canopy over eight months and lose their

foliage during the four-month dry season (February-April) (Suarez-

Islas, 2008, Somarriba et al., 2014).
Cocoa clones, tree selection
and measurements

We assessed six cocoa clones (CATIE-R1 CATIE-R4, PMCT-

58, CC-137, ICS-95 and CCN-51) and monitored 5 to 12 trees per

clone and between 120 to 270 pods per tree over 15 months

(Table 1). Assessed clones, except CCN-51, are the set of clones
Frontiers in Agronomy 03
developed within the CATIE’s cacao breeding program which have

been distributed as new planning material across Central America

since 2010 (Phillips-Mora et al., 2015; CATIE, 2013). CCN-51, a

high-yielding clone grown mainly in Ecuador, Peru, and Colombia,

is not yet a commonly used clone in the region, but it was included

as a control (Jaimez et al., 2022). For each cocoa tree, the following

variables were recorded once: 1) trunk diameter (measured in cm at

30 cm above ground), 2) tree height (measured in m from the base

up to the treetop) 3) number of all main and secondary branches

and 4) length (m) of productive tissue (the addition of all segments

from main and secondary branches up to 2.5 cm width and 2.5 m

high) (Leandro-Muñoz et al., 2017). The trunk diameter was

measured using a diameter tape and tree height was estimated

with a measuring pole. Selected cocoa trees and pods were

monitored fortnightly for 15 months including three different

“weather seasons” (rainy, transition, and semi-dry) and covering

the main and secondary harvest peaks. All selected trees were

surrounded by at least three trees of comparable size and vigor

i.e. under 75-100% competition status (Toxopeus, 1969; Ayestas

et al., 2013; Wibaux et al., 2017).

Cocoa pod measurements and
risk recording

Between 120-270 cocoa pods per clone from 2.5 cm in length,

were tagged and grouped in two cocoa tree vertical strata (below

and above 1.5 m). Vertical distribution of pod load on a given tree

has proven to face distinct microclimate affecting monilia

epidemiology, which in turn affects pod infestation (Leach et al.,

2002; Phillips-Mora et al., 2015; Leandro-Muñoz et al., 2017).

Tagged pods were then grouped into four size classes according

to pod length: very small (2.5-7 cm), small (7.1-14 cm), medium

(14.1-21 cm), and large (over 21 cm) and three seasons (rainy,

transition, and dry). Pod diameter (mm) and length (mm) were

measured fortnightly using a digital caliper (Figure 2). Fortnightly

evaluations are in line with pod harvest periodicity recommended

to farmers in Costa Rica (Phillips-Mora et al., 2006; CATIE, 2013).

In total, 1100 were studied. Each time a pod was inspected; its

health status was recorded in one of five classes: 1) healthy,
FIGURE 1

Mean daily relative humidity (%), temperature (°C) and precipitation (mm) over 16 months in La Montana, Turrialba, Costa Rica. CATIE’s weather
station # 73173. Green bars represent relative humidity; blue bars denote temperature, and the grey line indicates precipitation.
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2)affected by cherelle wilt, 3) diseased (frosty pod rod –

Moniliophthora roreri, black pod – Phytophthora palmivora), 4)

damaged by pests (birds, squirrels, and others namely insects or

rats) or 5) harvested. Pictures of affected pods were taken to further
Frontiers in Agronomy 04
verify the main hazard responsible for pod failure. When two or

more hazards were observed, the most severe infection/damage was

recorded as the main reason for pod failure. Harvested pods were

those that reached maturity and were eventually collected by the
FIGURE 2

Architectural features and tagged pods along the tree trunk of the six cacao clones assessed in the La Montaña site, Turrialba, Costa Rica. Photo:
Maria Jose Borda.
TABLE 1 Number of trees and pods per generation and cocoa clone monitored over 15 months in La Montana site, Turrialba, Costa Rica.

1st Generation – rainy (28/07 to
17/12/2020)

2nd Generation – transition (18/12/2020
to 06/05/2021)

3rd Generation – dry (07/05 to
08/11/2021)

Clones # Trees # Pods # Trees # Pods # Trees # Pods

ICS-95 5 49 6 33 4 38

CC-137 6 116 4 38 4 79

CATIE-R1 7 115 5 63 8 100

CATIE-R4 8 50 5 22 5 26

PMCT-58 5 45 10 71 12 93

CCN-51 6 63 4 22 5 76

Total 37 439 34 249 38 412
Bold indicates the survival probability referenced in the text for explaining the use oft the lifetable values of the study.
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operator for post-harvesting. A mature and harvested pod was

determined by changes in size and color as indicated in the CATIE’s

catalog (CATIE, 2012).
Data analysis

Data on cocoa tree architectural features (trunk diameter, tree

height, number of branches and length of the productive tissue, etc)

was analyzed with descriptive statistics and the Tukey test (0.05). Using

data from pod counting and pod health status we built survival curves

per clone using the Kaplan–Meier survival method, a non-parametric

statistic (Kaplan and Meier, 1958; Etikan et al., 2017). The Kaplan–

Meier survival analysis has been used to assess the survival probability

of cocoa seedlings under water stress (Anokye et al., 2021). Following

Kaplan–Meier guidelines, pods classified as diseased/damaged were

treated as uncensored data while healthy and harvested pods were

treated as censored data. Tagged pods were approximately 15-22 days

old, thus survival time was calculated as the number of days between

pod tagging and the date when each pod was recorded as diseased/

damaged. A lifetable that summarizes survival data in terms of the

number of risks/events and the proportion of pods surviving at each

event time point was devised.

The Cox regression analysis (Cox, 1972; Klein et al., 2016) was used

to elucidate the hazard/risk ratio and survival of pods as functions of

clone, generation, pod position on the tree trunk, and pod size class. To

examine the risk of cherelle wilt, diseased (pods affected by black pod

and frosty pod rot were pooled), and pests (squirrels and birds were

pooled) under different choices of the covariables generation, clone,

pod position, and pod size class; we calculated the cumulative incidence

of each of the three risks using the Aalen–Johansen estimator (Aalen

and Johansen, 1978). After combining the three risks (cherelle wilt,

diseases, and pests), we estimated a Cox model to explore the

relationship between the most significant covariates and the time of

occurrence of the first observed risk over pod development ( Lockwood

and Yin, 1996; Lachenaud and Oliver, 1998; Beyersmann et al., 2012;

Takan et al., 2013). During the initial adjustment of the Cox model, all

four covariates under study were considered: pod generation, clone,

pod position and pod size class. However, the covariate pod size did not

contribute significantly to explaining the combined risks, hence we

excluded pod size from the final Cox model. The Cox model with the

best fit in terms of standard metrics such as AIC or BIC (Bozdogan,

1987) for this study was:

h(t=X) = h0(t) exp (b1X1 + b2X2)

Where:
Fron
• h(t=X): the hazard rate at time t for an individual with

covariate values X.

• h0(t): the baseline value of the hazard function.

• b1 and b2 are the regression coefficients associated with the

covariates generation (X1) and clone (X2), respectively.
Finally, in order to demonstrate the simplicity and applicability of

clones’ survival rates to more accurately estimate yield at the farm
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level and over time, we used pod counting data across three CATIE-1

pod generations and contrasted yield estimates using the UTZ

method (UTZ, 2016) for 90 days old pods against yield estimates

derived from pod survival rates calculated in this study for pods of

similar age. Yield differences were then expressed as the proportional

difference between methods (over or under estimations).

Results

Tree architectural features

Cocoa tree trunk diameter, number of main branches, and length of

productive tissue were similar among sampled trees (p-value, 0.0715)

(Table 2). The tree trunk diameter ranged from 8.5 cm for clone

CATIE-R1 to 17.2 cm for clone CC-137. On average, trees exhibited

three main branches, indicating proper pruning and a well-balanced

crown. The length of productive tissue varied from 4.2 m for clone

CATIE-R1 to 18.8 m for clone CC-137. The clone with the lowest value

of all the tree’s architectural features was CCN-51. Although tree height

might be influenced by the pruning regime (frequency and intensity), it

was the only statistically different architectural variable among sampled

trees (p-, 0.0237). About 60% of the total pod load occurred in the lower

tree strata (below 1.5 m) and 40% of the pods occurred in the upper

strata (above 1.5 m).
Pod development, health status
and hazards

Regardless of clones, pods reached maturity and were harvested

between 150-165 days (about 5.5 months) after tagging. During pod

development, pods experienced a set of risks that depended on pod

generation, clones, and pod size class (Figure 2). The cumulative

incidence of cherelle wilt showed a marked difference between pod

generations, for instance; third-generation pods were more affected by

cherelle than those of the first and second generations (p = 6.18 x 10-7).

The risk of cherelle differed among clones, CCN-51, CC-137, and ICS-

95 were more affected by cherelle wilt than CATIE-R1, CATIE-R4 and

PMCT-58 (p= 0.0023). As expected, the risk of cherelle wilt of small

pods was higher during the first 30-45 days of pods lifespan (Figure 3).

The risk of facing disease incidence was similar between pod

generations and pod size classes but differed among clones. For

instance, from day 75-120 both ICS-95 and CCN-51 showed the

highest risk of diseases while CATIE-R1, CATIE-R4, CC-137, and

PM-CT85 faced the lowest risks. The differences among these clones in

cumulative disease between pod generations was small. On one hand,

first and third-generation pods were more heavily affected by Cherelle

wilt, similarly injured by diseases, and less damaged by pests. On the

other hand, second-generation pods faced the lowest risk of cherelle

wilt but the greatest risk of pest damage. Third-generation pods

exhibited the greatest risk of cherelle and diseases but recorded the

lowest risk of pest damage.

CCN-51, PMCT-58 and CATIE-R4 clones were the most

affected by pests’ damage, mainly when pods were more than 100
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3

Cumulative incidence estimates for each risk (Cherelle, Disease and Pest) by Generation (upper panel), Clones (medium panel) and Pod Size (lower
panel). Shaded areas for each incidence estimate represent the confidence intervals values at 95%.
TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of trees’ architectural features of sampled cocoa clones.

Clone (# of trees) Tree architectural feature Mean SD* Minimum Maximum

Catie-R1 (n=20) Trunk Diameter (cm) 11.63 2.09 8.50 17.2

# Main branches 2.50 0.69 2.00 4.00

Length of productive tissue (m) 10.61 5.24 4.2 16.3

Catie-R4 (n=17) Trunk Diameter (cm) 12.27 2.48 6.60 15.5

# Main branches 2.29 0.47 2.00 3.00

Length of productive tissue (m) 9.61 3.68 5.18 17.03

CC-137 (n=14) Trunk Diameter (cm) 13.15 2.45 8.50 16.0

# Main branches 2.79 0.58 2.00 4.00

Length of productive tissue (m) 11.70 6.12 5.00 18.82

CCN-51 (n=13) Trunk Diameter (cm) 9.68 2.79 5.50 15.50

# Main branches 2.38 0.51 2.00 3.00

Length of productive tissue (m) 7.55 2.15 4.65 11.33

ICS-95 (n=14) Trunk Diameter (cm) 12.93 1.25 12.0 15.0

# Main branches 2.29 0.47 2.00 3.00

Length of productive tissue (m) 10.46 1.85 8.46 12.9

PMCT-58 (n=27) Trunk Diameter (cm) 11.39 1.87 8.90 15.6

# Main branches 2.33 0.55 1.00 3.00

Length of productive tissue (m) 8.8 2.65 4.12 14.2
F
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*S.D, Standard deviation. Min, Minimum, Max, Maximum.
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days old. Large-sized pods had a higher risk of diseases once they

reached 60 days of exposure. Regardless of generation, clone, and

pod size class, the greater exposure to disease risk was recorded

between 80 to 120 days of pod development. Medium and large-size

pods had the highest incidence of pest damage as squirrels and birds

feed on nearly mature pods (Figure 3).

Overall, second-generation pods (within the transition period)

faced the lowest combined risk, followed by those of the first-

generation (pods within the rainy season) and third generation

(pods within the dry season). The clone with the lowest combined

risk was CATIE-R4, followed by CATIE-R1 and CC-137. Regardless

of generation, clone, and pod size class, both CCN-51 and ICS-95

showed the highest combined risks over time.
The Cox model for cumulative risk

The model that better described the cumulative risk during pod

development included two covariates with substantial explicative

power namely generation and clone. The pod position along the

trunk had no significant effects on combined pod risks. The Cox

model adjustment parameters are shown in Table 3. Based on these

parameters, we can highlight the following aspects:
Fron
• There was a 45.4% (16.6-81.4%) increase in the risk of any

event facing first-generation pods compared to those of

second-generation pods.

• Although not significant, there was a 22.3% (2.5-53.3%)

increase in the risk of any event facing third-generation

pods compared to that of second-generation ones.

• There is no significant difference in terms of cumulative risk

between a pod of CATIE-R4, CC-137 and those from

CATIE-R1 clones.

• There was a 99% increase (43.1-176%) in the risk of any

event faced by pods of CCN-51 clone compared to those of

CATIE-R4 clone.

• There was an 81.6% increase (28.4-156%) in the risk of any

event faced by pods of ICS-95 clone compared to pods of

CATIE-R1 clone.
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• There was a 75.1% increase (27-141%) in the risk of any

event facing pods from PMCT-58 clone compared to those

of CATIE-R1 clone.
Using the Cox model estimates, survival curves for each pod

generation and each clone were developed. Pods’ survival behavior

was similar between generations but different among clones (Figure 4).

Pods of CATIE-R1, CATIE-R4 and CC-137 clones clearly showed

greater survival rates than those of ICS-95, CCN-51 and PMCT-58

clones. For instance, about 50-55% of the pods of CATIE R1, CATIE-

R4 and CC-137 clone reached maturity and were harvested, while only

30-35% of the pods of ICS-95, CCN-51 and PMCT-54 clones reached

maturity and were harvested. These findings suggest that, in this

environment and under this management regime and regardless of

pod generation, a combination of diseases/pests accounted for about

45% to 65% of yield losses.
Clone-specific discount factors: a proposal

We propose to use the combination of pod counting and the

clone-specific discount factors with the clones’ corresponding pod

index to reliably estimate cocoa yields at the farm level. A lifetable

that summarizes survival data of clone CATIE-R1 in terms of the

number of risks/events and the proportion of pods surviving at each

event time point is presented in Table 4. Survival data given in Table 4

can be used in two novel ways: 1) the user wants to know the survival

probability overtime to forecast cocoa yields for small pods and 2) the

user might want to know the survival probability at a given timeframe

to forecast cocoa yield by counting a certain pod size class, namely

pods of 3 months old. In the first case, the user must consider the

survival data from day 13 to 150 as presented in Table 4; in the second

case; assuming that the user has counted several pods about 3 months

old and wants to forecast yield, the user must take the conditional

probability from when pods will be potentially harvested (150 days)

and divided this data by the survival probability when pod counting

took place (90 days). For instance, a small second-generation pod of

CATIE-R1 clone has a survival probability to reach 150 days of 0.415

and the probability of the same pod reaching 90-day days is 0.580,
TABLE 3 Relative risk values from the adjusted Cox model with their 95%-confidence intervals.

Covariate Level Baseline* Relative risk Lower 95% Upper 95% p-value

Generation Second First 0.688 0.551 0.858 6.18 x 10-7

Third 0.841 0.710 0.995

Clone CATIE-R4 CATIE-R1 0.788 0.576 1.077 0.0023

CC-137 0.892 0.697 1.140

CCN-51 1.568 1.238 1.985

ICS-95 1.431 1.104 1.855

PMCT-58 1.379 1.105 1.721
*Baseline data is given by the covariate that showed the lowest cumulative risk over time.
The p-values correspond to a chi-square test for each covariate.
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TABLE 4 Lifetable showing the proportion of CATIE-R1 pods surviving at each event time point and the corresponding lower and upper
confidence intervals.

Time
interval
(days)

CATIE-R1 (1st-generation) CATIE-R1 (2nd-generation) CATIE-R1 (3rd-generation)

Estimate
Lower
95%

Upper
95% Estimate

Lower
95%

Upper
95% Estimate

Lower
95%

Upper
95%

0 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

13 14 0.993 0.987 0.998 0.995 0.991 0.999 0.994 0.989 0.998

14 15 0.956 0.943 0.970 0.970 0.959 0.981 0.963 0.951 0.975

15 16 0.878 0.852 0.905 0.914 0.892 0.937 0.896 0.873 0.920

16 27 0.869 0.841 0.897 0.908 0.884 0.932 0.888 0.864 0.914

27 28 0.864 0.836 0.893 0.904 0.880 0.929 0.884 0.859 0.910

28 30 0.797 0.760 0.835 0.855 0.822 0.890 0.826 0.792 0.861

30 31 0.790 0.753 0.829 0.850 0.816 0.886 0.820 0.786 0.856

31 42 0.769 0.729 0.810 0.834 0.798 0.873 0.802 0.765 0.840

42 44 0.722 0.678 0.769 0.799 0.757 0.844 0.760 0.718 0.804

44 47 0.685 0.638 0.736 0.771 0.724 0.821 0.727 0.682 0.776

47 56 0.659 0.609 0.712 0.750 0.701 0.803 0.704 0.656 0.755

56 58 0.637 0.585 0.692 0.733 0.681 0.789 0.684 0.635 0.738

58 61 0.598 0.545 0.657 0.703 0.647 0.763 0.649 0.597 0.707

61 64 0.591 0.537 0.650 0.696 0.640 0.758 0.642 0.589 0.700

64 70 0.577 0.522 0.638 0.685 0.627 0.749 0.630 0.576 0.689

70 72 0.563 0.508 0.625 0.674 0.614 0.739 0.617 0.562 0.678

72 73 0.537 0.480 0.600 0.652 0.590 0.720 0.593 0.536 0.656

73 75 0.531 0.474 0.595 0.647 0.585 0.716 0.587 0.530 0.651

75 76 0.509 0.451 0.574 0.628 0.564 0.700 0.566 0.508 0.632

76 84 0.504 0.447 0.570 0.625 0.560 0.697 0.563 0.504 0.628

(Continued)
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FIGURE 4

Estimated survival curves over time of pod load per cocoa clone and generation derived from the Cox model parameters estimated in this study.
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thus the conditional survival probability of a 90-day pod to be

potentially harvested at day 150 is given by 0.415/0.580 = 0.715.

The user must repeat the same operation to devise the survival

probability of any cocoa pod from distinct generations, clones, and

pod ages at and different timeframes.
Comparative estimate of cocoa yields

The UTZmethod applied to a set of 90-day-old pods of CATIE-

R1 clone across generations consistently overestimated yield

predictions in the range of 27-45% (Table 5). This comparative
Frontiers in Agronomy 09
exercise confirmed the simplicity of the pod counting x pod index

coupled with the clone-specific survival rate to forecast cacao yield

more accurately at the farm and over time.
Discussion

By combining pod counting and risk and survival analysis we were

able to elucidate the relative importance of a set of risks that disrupted

pod development of six cacao clones over time. Regardless of clone,

pod generation, and pod size class, the combined risks affecting

attainable yields in this study ranged from 35 to 65%. Nevertheless,
TABLE 4 Continued

Time
interval
(days)

CATIE-R1 (1st-generation) CATIE-R1 (2nd-generation) CATIE-R1 (3rd-generation)

Estimate
Lower
95%

Upper
95% Estimate

Lower
95%

Upper
95% Estimate

Lower
95%

Upper
95%

84 86 0.479 0.421 0.546 0.603 0.536 0.678 0.539 0.479 0.606

86 87 0.462 0.403 0.530 0.588 0.520 0.665 0.523 0.462 0.591

87 89 0.460 0.401 0.528 0.586 0.518 0.663 0.521 0.460 0.589

89 90 0.452 0.393 0.520 0.580 0.511 0.657 0.513 0.452 0.583

90 91 0.445 0.386 0.513 0.573 0.504 0.651 0.506 0.445 0.576

91 93 0.432 0.373 0.501 0.562 0.492 0.642 0.494 0.432 0.565

93 98 0.424 0.365 0.493 0.555 0.484 0.635 0.486 0.425 0.557

98 100 0.407 0.348 0.476 0.539 0.468 0.621 0.470 0.407 0.541

100 104 0.392 0.333 0.462 0.525 0.453 0.609 0.455 0.393 0.527

104 105 0.376 0.317 0.446 0.511 0.438 0.596 0.440 0.377 0.513

105 106 0.371 0.312 0.441 0.506 0.433 0.591 0.435 0.372 0.508

106 108 0.364 0.305 0.434 0.499 0.426 0.585 0.428 0.365 0.501

108 112 0.362 0.304 0.433 0.498 0.424 0.584 0.426 0.363 0.500

112 114 0.348 0.290 0.418 0.484 0.410 0.572 0.412 0.349 0.486

114 118 0.326 0.269 0.397 0.463 0.388 0.553 0.390 0.327 0.465

118 122 0.324 0.267 0.395 0.461 0.386 0.551 0.388 0.325 0.463

122 123 0.311 0.254 0.382 0.448 0.372 0.539 0.375 0.312 0.450

123 124 0.302 0.245 0.372 0.439 0.363 0.531 0.365 0.303 0.441

124 126 0.299 0.242 0.370 0.436 0.360 0.529 0.363 0.300 0.438

126 128 0.299 0.242 0.370 0.436 0.360 0.529 0.363 0.300 0.438

128 130 0.297 0.240 0.367 0.433 0.357 0.526 0.360 0.298 0.435

130 131 0.290 0.233 0.360 0.427 0.350 0.520 0.353 0.291 0.429

131 136 0.290 0.233 0.360 0.427 0.350 0.520 0.353 0.291 0.429

136 138 0.290 0.233 0.360 0.427 0.350 0.520 0.353 0.291 0.429

138 140 0.290 0.233 0.360 0.427 0.350 0.520 0.353 0.291 0.429

140 142 0.278 0.222 0.350 0.415 0.338 0.510 0.341 0.279 0.418

142 147 0.278 0.222 0.350 0.415 0.338 0.510 0.341 0.279 0.418

147 Inf 0.278 0.222 0.350 0.415 0.338 0.510 0.341 0.279 0.418
Bold indicates the survival probability referenced in the text for explaining the use oft the lifetable values of the study.
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TABLE 5 Comparative yield estimations using UTZ (2016) method and clone-specific survival rates estimated in this study.

(Survival rates of First-generation pods)

#
Total
pods

Pod
index
(PI)

Sampled
trees
yield (kg)

Yield
(kg/
ha/year)

Survival
rate

Discounted
yield (kg/
ha/year)

Difference

115 29 4.0 761.7 0.62 472.2

↑ 27%

CATIE-R1 (Survival rates of Second-generation pods)

#
Total
pods

Pod
index
(PI)

Sampled
trees
yield (kg)

Yield
(kg/
ha/year)

Survival
rate

Discounted
yield (kg/
ha/year)

Difference

63 29 2.18 581.2 0.71 412.6

↑ 45%

CATIE-R1 (Survival rates of Third-generation pods)

#
Total
pods

Pod
index
(PI)

Sampled
trees
yield (kg)

Yield
(kg/
ha/year)

Survival
rate

Discounted
yield (kg/
ha/year)

Difference

100 29 3.45 574.8 0.66 379.4

↑ 42%
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UTZ method (CATIE-R1-First-generation pods) CATIE-R1

Yield
category

#
Pods/
tree

#
Sampled
trees

Conversion
factor
(kg/tree)

Sampled
trees
yield (kg)

Yield
(kg/
ha/year)

Discounted
yield (kg/
ha/year)

#
Sampled
trees

High ≥20 2 1 2x 1 = 2

818.8
x 0.8

655.0 7
Medium 11-20 3 0.6 2x0.6 = 1.8

Low ≤10 2 0.25 1x0.25 = 0.5

Total 7 trees 4.3 kg

UTZ method (CATIE-R1-Second-generation pods)

Yield
category

#
Pods/
tree

#
Sampled
trees

Conversion
factor
(kg/tree)

Sampled
trees
yield (kg)

Yield
(kg/
ha/year)

Discounted
yield (kg/
ha/year)

#
Sampled
trees

High ≥20 2 1 2x 1 = 2

919.7
x 0.8

735.80 5
Medium 11-20 2 0.6 2x0.6 = 1.2

Low ≤10 1 0.25 1x0.25 = 0.25

Total 5 trees 3.45 kg

UTZ method (CATIE-R1-Third-generation pods)

Yield
category

#
Pods/
tree

#
Sampled
trees

Conversion
factor
(kg/tree)

Sampled
trees
yield (kg)

Yield
(kg/
ha/year)

Discounted
yield (kg/
ha/year)

#
Sampled
trees

High ≥20 2 1 2x 1 = 2

816.4
x 0.8

653.17 8
Medium 11-20 4 0.6 4x0.6 = 2.4

Low ≤10 2 0.25 2x0.25 = 0.5

Total 8 trees 4.9 kg

*Yield (kg/ha/year) is determined for a cocoa plant density of 1333 plants/ha. ** P&D: Pest and disease discount factor (20%) given by UTZ (20
Bold indicates the survival probability referenced in the text for explaining the use oft the lifetable values of the study. The “↑” indicates overstim
1
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individual risks affected pod size class differently and occurred at

different points in the life cycle of the pod. For instance, small pods

aged 30-45 days were heavily affected by cherelle wilt which accounted

for 18-25% of pod losses. In line with Daymond et al. (2002); Bastide

et al. (2006) and Wibaux et al. (2017); this finding suggests that small

pods cannot be included in pod courting exercises for yield predictions.

Cherelle wilt is a physiological mechanism in cocoa to self-regulate tree

pod load (Melnick, 2016; de Almeida and Valle, 2007; Della Sala, 2022).

Moreover,mediumsizepodsweremore likely tobeexposed to theriskof

diseases between 60-100 days of pod development (accounting for 20-

35%of pod losses), this riskwas higher for third-generation pods, which

experienced a hotter andmore humid environment than pods from the

first and second generations. Medium to large pods aged 110-130 days

were more exposed to the attack of pests namely squirrels and birds,

whichaccounted for12-15%of total pod losses.Understanding the set of

risks in a cocoa plantation can help farmmanagers apply a timely and

more effective integrated pest and disease plan (Leach et al., 2002;

Quiroz and Amores, 2002; Krauss et al., 2013; Armengot et al., 2020).
The effect of clone on risk avoidance and
pod survival

In this study, the effect of “clone” significantly affected the ability of

pods to avoid deadly risks and survive over time. CATIE-R1, CATIE-R4

and CC-137 clones were less affected by cherelle wilt, diseases, and pests

while PMCT-58, ICS-95 and CCN-51 were more prone to the

combination of these risks. This finding is in line with the reported

inherent tolerance of CATIE’s clones against frosty pod rot and black pod

(Phillips-Mora et al., 2007; Phillips-Mora and Wilkinson, 2007; Phillips-

Mora et al., 2013; Mata-Quirós et al., 2018) and confirmed the

performance of these clones cultivated elsewhere (Sauvadet et al., 2021).

The pod survival curves depicted in this study were a function of the

interaction of clone x pod generation and were consistent over time.

Across generations, between 45-55% of the pods of CATIE-R1,

CATIE-R4 and CC-137 reached maturity and were harvested but only

30 to 35% of the pods of PMCT-58, ICS-95 and CCN-51 clones were

harvested. Pod losses registered in this study were almost two folds

higher than those reported for CATIE-R1, CATIE-R4 and CC-137

clones growing in a medium-sized and well-managed commercial farm

located about 10 km away from our study site (Villatoro, 2023). This

indicates that the set of risks experienced during pod development is

shaped by the genetic makeup of the cocoa clone, environmental

conditions, and crop management (Leach et al, 2002; Kieck et al. 2016;

Armengot et al., 2020; Jaimez et al., 2022). Our study site had greater

cocoa plating density, shade tree density and canopy cover than

recommended for shaded plots which in turn creates a favorable

microclimate for pests and disease outbreaks (Dias et al., 2000; Blaser

et al., 2018; Ramirez et al., 2022; Jaimes-Suárez et al., 2022; Somarriba

et al., 2023).
The position on the tree trunk does not
influence the pods’ survival

The risk of disease infection depends on numerous context-

specific factors such as disease incidence the year before, actual pod
Frontiers in Agronomy 11
load, climate, pod position and the genetic makeup of the cocoa tree

itself, which determines pod size, growth, and inherent disease

resistance (Dias and Kageyama, 1995; dosSantos Dias and

Kageyama, 1998; Ten Hoopen et al., 2012; Mangueira et al.,

2022). Pod size influences pod wetness duration due to the

deposition of dew on the pod. Prolonged wetness increases the

chances of pathogen propagules germinating and infecting the pod

(Butler, 1980; Leach et al., 2002; Bateman, 2004). In our study,

regardless of clones and pod generation, the position of pods on the

tree trunk had no significant effect on risk avoidance and pod

survival. This result is at odds with Leandro-Muñoz et al. (2017)

who reported higher frosty pod rot incidence over pods located in

the upper strata of the tree. Smaller trees are recommended for

better and more effective disease control, pruning, and harvesting

(Somarriba et al., 2018; Cilas and Bastide, 2020). Fortnightly

removal of infected pods and regular pruning have proven to be

effective in reducing yield losses due to disease incidence in timber-

based agroforestry systems of lowland Honduras (Ramirez et al.,

2022). Fertilization and synchronized pruning have a significant

influence on reducing the combined risks affecting pod

development and survival (Ten Hoopen et al., 2012; Goudsmit

et al., 2023). In Bolivia, shade regulation and frequent pruning

reduced yield losses in both conventional and organic shaded cacao

plantations (Vargas et al., 2005, Armengot et al., 2020).
Survival behavior curves aid yield
estimation at the farm level

Most cocoa yield forecasting methods in use today rely on pod

counting, the use of clone-specific pod index, and the application of

a pest & diseased standard discount factor in each site and time

(UTZ, 2016; Amores et al., 2005). These methods have proven to be

inconsistent across spatial scales and over time. For instance, dos

Santos Filho and Midlej (2016), used pod counting in Bahia, Brazil

to forecast production at the regional level and found that yield

predictions revealed differences in the range of 0.8% to 10.2%

among consecutive years and cautioned on the need for specific

discount factor at the farm level. According to the views of several

farm managers, this widely used method consistently either over or

underestimated attainable yields over consecutive harvesting

seasons (personal communication with Phillipe Bastide,

international cocoa consultant; Felipe Bermudez, Mars-La Chola-

Ecuador; Carlos Escobar, 12Tree-Colombia; Elsa Hegmann, Rausch

Cacao, Costa Rica; Roy Fratz, CacaoVerapaz, Guatemala, Jaume

Martorell-12Tree-Dominican Republic and Elizabeth Rizo, Ritter

Sport-Nicaragua).

In this study, we devised survival curves per clone which might

inform us of the harmful effect of combined risks on cocoa

attainable yields in a particular location and over time. Here,

second-generation pods (within the transition period) faced the

lowest combined risk, followed by those of the first-generation

(pods within the rainy season) and third-generation pods (semi-dry

season). Results from Leandro-Muñoz et al. (2017) indicated that

the fungal microclimatic requirements vary from the early to the

late cycle stages, possibly due to the pathogen’s long latent period,
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thus pods from different cohorts are affected differently. Recent

work proposed the development of a disease and production index

for the selection of productive and tolerant cacao clones

(Jaimez et al., 2020). Our study allowed a better understanding of

the multiple risks affecting cocoa pod development and survival to

apply clone-specific discount factors more reliably.

In addition, based on the lifetime table we built, we

demonstrated that the application of a standard factor that

accounts for “overall pests/diseases losses” during a cropping year

is not a reliable means for cocoa yield estimation (Tahi et al., 2007;

Lachenaud, 1991; Lachenaud and Oliver, 1998; Lachenaud et al.,

2007; Ramón et al., 2024). Forecasting yield is a key action for

farmers, technical staff, certification bodies, and farm managers, it

allows a reliable estimation of potential revenues from the current

harvest season, it helps farmers’ organizations to project funds and

staff required to buy the quota of cocoa beans to be traded each year

(dos Santos Fhilo, 2018). Certification bodies require reliable yield

estimation from current clients to set a fair price for certified cocoa

beans (UTZ, 2016), for farmmanagers, yield forecasting is crucial to

better schedule labor and operational costs and to properly assess

annual profitability (Jaimez et al., 2024). Our study demonstrated

that pod survival changes as a function of clone and pod age. Hence,

we suggest combining pod counting and pod index with a set of

clone-specific discount factors, from survival rates, to improve the

accuracy of cocoa yield forecasting methods at the farm level.

Conclusion

In each cultivation site, different microclimate conditions and

management practices shape multiple risk factors affecting pod

development and survival. In our study, pods from different

generations exhibited distinct survival rates. Moreover, the effect

of “clone” significantly affected the ability of pods to avoid deadly

hazards and survive over time, which confirmed the CATIE clone’s

inherent ability to tolerate disease pressure. However, the position

of the pod along the tree trunk does not influence the pod’s survival

rates. The novel approach followed in this study that combines risk

analysis and survival curves allowed the development of clone-

specific discount factors to better plan a timely agricultural calendar

and estimate farm yields more accurately over time.
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